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Share your Emotions ! 

Dear all, 

The season is well underway with a beautiful 
weather that leaves us plenty of time right now to 
realise your fishing program successfully and despite 
some adjustments early in the season any days of fishing 
was lost.

I take this first Newsletter of the season to 
thank the groups who have already validated their stay 
aboard for next season, we honor your trust.
Congratulations to all our anglers from far : Danish, 
Russian, Greek and French united by the same passion 
for fishing.

Now, talk about fishing for big fights, beautiful 
fish, nice breaks, variety, and as always lots of fun ! 
History repeats itself and it's perfect.
A great activity made wahoo dynamics Trolling and left 
very little rest in between our two fishing spots 
Jigging . The largest specimen , 48 kgs , was recovered 
after a huge fight about 50lbs , many others between 
20 and 30 kg were in the game. If wahoo were 
particularly numerous , beautiful balls sailfish have 
gratified us always spectacular attacks and jump 
engrave beautiful pictures in your memory .

Jigging side , periods of high activity have made 
very sporty days with the inevitable dog tooth tuna : 55 
kg, 48 kg and 42.5 kg for the biggest and good density 
of specimens between 15 and 20 kgs animated the 
jiggeurs canes and a smaller density of jacks with the 
exception of one of them , estimated at more than 50 
kgs which is unhooked arrival at the boat without giving 
us a chance to take photographed.

Note that the policy of " catch and release " is 
taken on board on large breeding specimens and 
sedentary such as doggy and kingfish .
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Join us on                  f

Side bait fishing , a wide variety of fish can account 
for the diversity of the sector and its potential , each output 
that we offer rhymes with Multipêches .
It is also with this technique of fishing bait fishermen three 
took turns in 1:30 to fight a fish that has managed to empty a 
New Stella 20000 , requiring all to maneuver back because the 
pressure was terrible on the rod diamond Custom Pedro who 
held but in the end , the Beast was right in the braid 80lbs 
breaking on a coral potato ... good for her ... our fishermen give 
him an appointment for another time .

To get you to measure all these Wonderful Fish of the 
Indian Ocean , join us on board, we strive to realise your 
fishing dreams!

We have some offers to share the boat in January and 
March 2014 for Banks Hawkins 65h and 89H . 
For more information contact us on contact@defidailleurs.com 
or on facebook Cyril FAURE .

A very soon. Cyril and his crew
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